Towson University

*NEW* Early Childhood-Special Education (ECSE)
Bachelor's Degree Pathway: ECSE Access for Maryland Child Care Workers

- Currently working at a Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE) accredited child care center?
- Interested in completing a bachelor's degree in early childhood-special education (ECSE)?

*The NEW ECSE Access bachelor's degree pathway is designed specifically to support personnel working in accredited child care centers across the state of Maryland as they pursue an ECSE degree!*

**Why ECSE Access?**

- Part-time sequence of courses + on-the-job internships designed so students can continue working in their child care centers
- Accessible, high-quality, evening coursework in online format
- Cohort-based program
- First cohort starting SUMMER 2023, projected graduation fall 2025:
  - Fully funded tuition and fees + MDAEYC membership + student support stipends provided through MD Rebuilds grant funding.
- Graduates eligible for dual certification in Early Childhood (Pre K-Grade 3) & Special Education (Birth-Grade 3) in Maryland

**POTENTIAL APPLICANTS:**
For additional details, view our brief ECSE Access Overview Recording: https://tinyurl.com/ECSEAccessInfo

***If interested, ALL potential applicants MUST submit a required prescreening form, linked below***

https://tinyurl.com/ECSEAccess-PrescreeningForm

The ECSE Access degree pathway has been developed through support and initial funding from the Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE) Maryland Rebuilds Grant Initiative.